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In rock, supergroups tend to have a lot of fun with their names. Damn
Yankees. Chickenfoot. Led Zeppelin. In experimental supergroups, the
participants generally just put their full names on the sleeve and separate
them with slashes. On the one hand, it’d be nice to see these noiseniks
come up with some goofy group names. It might even draw new fans to
these austerely titled affairs.

On the other hand, anyone who knows experimental music might get a
kick out of seeing the names Masami Akita and Eiko Ishibashi together on
the sleeve of their collaborative Kouen Kyoudai. Akita’s better-known as
the infamous noise-prankster Merzbow, while Ishibashi’s known for gentle
piano compositions and a series of jazz-inflected pop albums on Drag
City. It seems like a laughable pairing: an artist synonymous with harsh
noise and one whose music wouldn’t sound out of place in a puppy video. But it’s hard to recognize Kouen Kyoudai
as the work of either; it’s a new beast that could perhaps most accurately be called industrial jazz-rock.

Another curiosity of the album credit is that Akita is credited by his real name, under which he has made only seven
of the hundreds of albums he’s made since the ‘80s. Given the woolliness associated with the Merzbow name –
even the name looks gnarly, with that odd Germanic “z” in the middle – it’s understandable he’d use his more
inconspicuous-sounding birth name for the most subdued and musical project most have heard from him. (Of
course, he has more than 300 albums out, so he could have a bunch of albums that sound like the Archies for all we
know.)

Kyoudai is only two tracks long, each just short of 20 minutes. “Slide” is the first, and it features Ishibashi on drums.
Despite an interesting organ sound and an array of well-timed noise effects that create miniature crescendos and
diminuendos, it’s the less interesting of the two. Ishibashi’s drums don’t really do much for the musical landscape;
instead, they’re content to just thrash away in the background. It feels a bit short on ideas, and it would benefit from
being about half its length, though that would render Kyoudai a shorter and less substantial release.

“Junglegym” is better, mostly because the two musicians work together a bit more. Akita starts the track off with an
ominous noise throb, then Ishibashi sits down at a piano and works out a few awkward patterns. She sounds
hesitant at first, pawing at the keys at random. But then she hits a triumphant, ringing chord and they’re off,
eventually blending together so well the distinctions between the two become blurred. At one point, some metallic
clangs come in to add texture, and it’s difficult to tell if it’s Akita’s machines or Ishibashi’s percussion making the
noise.

It’s hard to tell what possessed these two musicians to collaborate aside from their mutual association with Jim
O’Rourke, who mixed this album and has been involved in what seems like most of the experimental supergroups to
form in the last couple decades. There’s no immediately obvious common ground between Akita and Ishibashi,
though they both throw some good ideas at each other here. But it’s hard to write off their collaboration based on
just two tracks. I’d like to see if they’ll ever get back together, and if so, what they’ll do next.
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